
The evolution of an idea

It might seem that building a big chair for a big
man would be a simple, obvious idea.

NOT!



Big men are ignored in seating design for a valid reason—there are not many of them.  95% of
all adult males fall in a height range of less than 10” (25 cm).  Yet the difference between the
6’2” male and the super-tall, a population of 2.5%, is more than 11” (28 cm).  Worse yet for the
large man, the 50 percentile female is at 64.6” almost exactly the same height as the 2.5
percentile
male.  So
seating
designers
have an
incentive to
fudge their
measurements
on the low
side. For
example,
airline coach
seating no
longer even
accommodates
the 97.5
percentile
male.



Seat long enough to 
support the whole thigh

Neck support fits under 
the base of the skull

Back support 
correctly sized to 
fill the space
between the neck 
and lumbar supports

Seat height from floor and 
lower leg length must match

Large five-point base 
for stability

Lumbar section
sufficiently firm and
precisely located
to support the 
correct spinal curve

How a chair should fit:
virtually all designers agree on the ideal chair

For correct 
weight distribution 
a forward-pivot
swivel-tilt reclining
mechanism





Mass-produced chairs can't fit everyone
A chart of human sizeAll non-adjustable chairs 

are designed to fit people 
this size.

Good adjustable chairs 
will accomodate this size 
range.

Anyone in these size 
ranges will never sit 
properly in any mass-
produced chair.

Five feet Six feet Seven feet

Distribution frequency

unfortunately...

If you are one
of those lucky
5 foot, 9.1 inch tall
162 pound males,
virtually every
chair ever made
should fit
quite well.



No support under
the thigh means
all the weight is on
the tailbone

How large people fit in ordinary chairs: 

When large people sit on a too-
small chair, they tend to slouch 
enough to make their shoulders 
comfortable.

“Slip-slide” is a real term 
used by seating designers 
to describe how 
large people attempt 
to get comfortable 
in a standard-sized chair.

The Slip-Slide

No lumbar support 
means that eventually 
the spine sags into the 
reverse of
the correct shape



Not enough adjustments

Lumbar supports usually adjust 
from soft to firm rather than up 
and down. A too low and too firm 
lumbar cushion pushes the hips 
forward causing spinal 
misalignment.

Here, the back is too short; 
and the headrest pushes 
the shoulders forward 
causing excessive 
spinal curvature.

Adjustment for 
seat height is common. 
Adjustment for 
seat length is rare.



Prototype #1.  Designed for a 75” (190 cm) male, this version demonstrated that the universal
assumptions about seating were correct—it was the first chair that the 75” man had ever
found comfortable because it was the first one large enough.  As a commercial product it
would have been an utter failure because it was very expensive to produce and was not
really scalable.



The measuring chair used to determine the dimensions of prototype #1 proved nearly
inadequate to measure an 85” (216) man.  The upholstered sections are too narrow (1)
the legs have been set on blocks (2) and the frame has been extended so wide that extra
clamps (3) are necessary hold everything in position.
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The fully scalable all-wood version required precision molds to create the cold-molded chair
parts.  This stack of continuous veneer maple plywood would form the mold for the new legs.



Forming the parts required shaping 48
layers using a router table.



In all, seven male and seven matching female molds were required to produce the
new chair.  This was a total of 672 precision-cut parts



Once the molds have been placed in the press, a stack of veneers coated with an
electroconductive glue are positioned between the mold halves.



Squish!  80 tons of pressure is applied.  The screen is then lowered and high-energy
radio frequency waves dry the glue lines—a process that requires about 90 seconds.



Part one.  Continuous-veneer maple core
layers are covered with a book-matched
and blueprinted walnut surface.



The pin router would be used to cut the chair parts from the blanks.  The
patterns had to curve to match the curve of the wood shells.  Patterns were
made of plexiglass and here are shown just after emerging from the oven.



The first chair part to use the new patters.



The fixture was used to create the frame
that would hold the chair parts in their
appropriate position as determined by the
measuring chair.



The first fully-scalable all-wood chair.  Walnut and leather, it was built for a 78” (200cm) man.



This chair pointed out the flaws in the all wood design because it was built for a
68” (173) male.  It could be done but sizing it that small was very difficult involving
extensive handwork around the headrest.



It was also clear that folks were just as
interested in office furniture as a
comfortable chair for reading and
television watching.  One had to be
produced without using that wooden
frame.



Beneath the arm upholstery, the joining of the two plywood shells
provided most of the strength in the intersection of seat and back.



The support blocks attached to the
brass frame were identical except for
those attached to the headrest.



But of course, the frame didn’t need to be visible
if it was made of steel.



And the shells did not need to be made of wood, even if the customer wanted to see
wood.  The structure itself could be plastic.  Here, fabrication begins for the new molds.



The fixture invented to ensure consistency
between the various-sized molds.



Making a cutting pass.  This fixture may look primitive but it
produced astonishingly accurate molds.



The new version of the measuring chair employing the parts produced with ABS plastic.



Hydraulic power makes the fitting
process much easier.



The latest generation office chair.



It is possible to build a chair from plastic and steel
and still have wood and leather surfaces.




